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Linking sustainable ideas to real-world results



Linking the Future
As the worldwide leader in the cable industry, 
Prysmian Group believes in the effective, 
efficient and sustainable supply of energy 
and information as a primary driver in the 
development of communities.

With this in mind, we provide major global 
organisations in many industries with best-
in-class cable solutions, based on state-of-
the-art technology. Through three renowned 
commercial brands – Prysmian, Draka and 
General Cable - based in almost 100 countries, 
we’re constantly close to our customers, 
enabling them to further develop the world’s 
energy and telecoms infrastructures, and 
achieve sustainable, profitable growth.
In our energy business, we design, produce, 

To meet an ever-growing need for power, the world 
is increasingly turning to renewable and sustainably 
sourced wind and solar energy. In response to this 
demand, Prysmian Group’s cables are helping 
businesses in the renewable industry around the 
globe convert these new opportunities into reality. 

Our technologies – which cover cables and connectors 
used in photovoltaic operations, to link photovoltaic 
panels and arrays with the grid – are at work across 

What links sustainable ideas 
to real-world results?
Cable solutions to enable the production and supply of renewable energy

distribute and install cables and systems for 
the transmission and distribution of power at 
low, medium, high and extra-high voltage.

In telecoms, the Group is a leading manufacturer 
of all types of copper and fibre cables, systems 
and accessories - covering voice, video and data 
transmission.

Drawing on 140 years’ experience and 
continuously investing in R&D, we apply 
excellence, understanding and integrity to 
everything we do, meeting and exceeding 
the precise needs of our customers across 
all continents, at the same time shaping the 
evolution of our industry.

the renewable sector, supporting the operations of 
photovoltaic panel manufacturers, contractors and 
developers, grid operators and transmission system 
operators. 

Always aware of our responsibility to the planet, 
we’re constantly driving innovation in our industry, 
aiming to help renewable industry partners deliver 
projects with benefits for the future of both our 
world and their businesses.

temperature fluctuations as well as wind, snow 
and rain. Inadequate cables are one of the first 
components of the system to show failures 
by interrupting energy generation. The losses 
in generation and revenue, coupled with high 
replacement costs, require that the right product 
is selected for the job at hand. Every KW lost in 
generation due to poor quality cables is a loss in 
terms of return on investment.

PV cable failures disrupt power generation 
which leads to replacement of the cables and 
replacement costs. In addition to the costs of 
the repair, there is a risk of damaging panels or 
other components. The initial investment in good 
quality PV cables becomes immaterial compared 
to the potential risk stemming from the use of 
low performance cables.

The choice of components is critical in any system. 
When talking about PV components, the primary 
focus is on modules, inverters and panel support 
structures. Certainly, these components are crucial 
in the installations and represent a major part of 
the investment. However, PV cables are undeniably 
critical system component.

The PV or solar cables are part of the Balance of 
System (BOS) in a PV installation and represent only 
1-2% of the total installation cost. For this reason, 
PV cables are often overlooked but are a crucial 
part of any PV installation. PV cables that meet 
the industry standards, are good quality and sized 
properly provide safety and longer-lasting systems.

Solar cables are often exposed to harsh 
environmental conditions: UV radiation, moisture, 

Importance of Solar PV Cables
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Full Portfolio for Solar Application

Solar PV Cables Brands

Prysmian Group offers complete cables solutions to enable the production and supply of solar photovoltaic 
power. In addition to the solar PV cables, Prysmian Group’s cable portfolio includes low, medium and 
high voltage cables according to the most known standards of each region, as well as special cables for 
communication and control. In addition to cables, Prysmian offers electrical asset management solutions with 
PRY-CAM, the revolutionary technology for on-line, accurate and reliable partial discharge measurements, 
diagnosis and defect localization.

Prysmian Group’s solar PV cable portfolio is composed of three brands:

• TECSUN
The premium brand made in Germany with over 15 years of experience and more than 1,000,000 km sold. This 
cable outperforms the standards for PV cables (European standard EN 50618 and Iinternational standard IEC 
62930), is suitable for the roughest conditions and for direct burial.

• PRYSUN
The newest global brand. It is fully compliant with European standard EN 50618 and international standard 
IEC 62930, produced in different regions.

• SUNGEN
The regional brand for markets like North American with local standards such as UL/CSA.



Solar PV Cables

TECSUN 
PRYSUN 
SUNGEN

Energy Cables

LV cables
MV cables
HV cables
Accessories and components
for LV and MV

Special Cables

Fibre optic cables
Data cables
Control cables
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Main Features of our EN 50618
and IEC 62930 Solar PV Cables

Main Features TECSUN PRYSUN

UV resistance • •

Ozone resistance • •

Flame retardancy on single cable • •

Halogen free • •

Low smoke • •

Acid and alkaline resistance • •

Max. operating temperature of the conductor 90 °C (20,000 hours at 120 °C) • •

Resistance to cold • •

Lifetime > 25 years • •

Additional features outside PV cable standards’ requirements

Direct burial •

Abrasion, ammonia and oil resistance •

             Water Resistance AD8                                                                         •

VDE approved •

Flame retardancy of multiple cables •

Mechanical properties tests after ageing in oven for 10 days at 160 °C •

Rodent resistance (only for version with additional tinned copper braid) •

Lifetime > 30 years •
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